REMEMBERS

DAYS OF REMEMBRANCE: MARCH 31 - APRIL 2

HOLOCAUST WORKSHOP
12:55 PM - 5:00 PM | MARCH 31
SOCIAL BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
LECTURE HALL AUDITORIUM

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL
5:15 PM | MARCH 31
CAROLYN TANNER IRISH HUMANITIES
BLDG. PATIO AND LABYRINTH

KEYNOTE - JAMES E YOUNG
12:00 PM | APRIL 1
GOULD AUDITORIUM, MARRIOT LIBRARY

JAMES E. YOUNG, PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AND JUDAIC STUDIES,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
“MEMORY, COUNTER-MEMORY, AND THE END OF
HOLOCAUST MONUMENTS”

PANEL DISCUSSION
12:00 PM | APRIL 2
THE HINCKLEY INSTITUTE OF POLITICS

“How Does Your Community Remember?”
Shared stories of loss, displacement, and the
efforts to sustain the past and ensure
community identity
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